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the Medo-Persian X empire, he foresaw the Grecian empire, and he forewaw the

Roman empire in ch. 2 and 7, and therefore, the litle horn of ch.7 which comes

jDkx out of the Roman empire, cannot be described as the little horn of ch.8,

which comes out of_tie Grecian empire. They must be two different things, that's

what your conservatives think. Well, now, what I am asking you to do is to

look at the bok of Daniel and see it, and to tell me this, what does the book

of Daniel teach about the Medáan and Persian empire? What does it teach about

that? Now, for this study, you may choose to make use of Farrar's commentary?

That's why I recommended the t others not use it. Farrar, a Godly man, wrote

a wonderful life of Christ, presents this view very strongly in his commentary

....3... I hope you will make some use of F.rrars commentary, and how he

presents it, arid what he says about it, and ....3.... PersiaN empire. You may

find some help in Montgomery, you may find some help in Young. But the main

thing I want you to do is to study it from this viewpoint. What does the book

of Danile say about it? Does the boot of Daniel teach that there was a Median

empire, and a Persian empire, or is there anything in the book of Daniel that

suggests that it believed in a Medo-Persian empire? What do you find. Does

the bok of Daniel teach..., what does it say about Cyrus the Persian?
4h'

does it day about Darius the Mede? So you see there , you might say, five

questions to determine from the book of Daniel, you can write, if you want on

a piece of paper, on the top of a page, you can write Persian, and on the

top of another you can write Medians, and on the top of another Medo-Persians.

On the top of another Darius the Mede;zx, and on top af another Cyrus the

Persian. And then you can start at the beginning of Daniel, and go hrough,

and everytime you find something that goes under one ofØ these categories, you

itwx± write it under that category. Now, that would be a good way to do it,

but perhaps from the viewpoint of saving time, it would be better to use a

concordance. Take the concordance and look up these words, Persian, and see

if the verse definitely teaches a Persian empire, and if it does you put it

dwon there definitely. (discussion of k process ...5....) Spend the four

hours on a study of the book of Daniel, getting an idea as to what the evidence
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